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Testing mediation models is critical for identifying potential variables that need to be
targeted to effectively change one or more outcome variables. In addition, it is now
common practice for clinicians to use multiple informant (MI) data in studies of statistical
mediation. By coupling the use of MI data with statistical mediation analysis, clinical
researchers can combine the benefits of both techniques. Integrating the information
from MIs into a statistical mediation model creates various methodological and practical
challenges. The authors review prior methodological approaches to MI mediation
analysis in clinical research and propose a new latent variable approach that overcomes
some limitations of prior approaches. An application of the new approach to mother,
father, and child reports of impulsivity, frustration tolerance, and externalizing problems
(N = 454) is presented. The results showed that frustration tolerance mediated the
relationship between impulsivity and externalizing problems. The new approach allows
for a more comprehensive and effective use of MI data when testing mediation models.
Keywords: statistical mediation, indirect effects, multiple informants, multimethod design, multiple raters

INTRODUCTION
Clinical researchers are frequently interested in uncovering so-called mediating processes, in which
an independent variable X produces eﬀects on a mediator M, which subsequently inﬂuences an
outcome variable Y (Baron and Kenny, 1986; MacKinnon, 2008; Hayes, 2009; Preacher and Kelley,
2011). Mediated eﬀects are important to examine in clinical research because they help explain why
and how treatments work (MacKinnon et al., 2013). For example, parent management training (X)
has been shown to be eﬀective for changing behavioral problems (Y) in children and adolescents
by modifying parental behavior management practices (M; Weisz and Gray, 2008; Weisz and
Kazdin, 2010). As another example, Arch et al. (2012) found both cognitive behavioral therapy
and acceptance and commitment therapy (X) to positively inﬂuence patients’ anxiety levels (Y)
through modifying anxiety sensitivity and cognitive defusion (M). The causal process underlying
mediation models is naturally incorporated into both etiological and clinical theories (Chen, 1990;
Kazdin and Nock, 2003; Kazdin, 2007, 2009, 2011).
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Statistically, mediation is often analyzed through path analytic
models. Figure 1 illustrates the simplest mediation path model
with one X variable, one mediator M, and one outcome
variable Y. In this example, impulsivity (X) is hypothesized
to indirectly aﬀect externalizing problems through changing
children’s frustration tolerance. In this model, higher levels of
impulsivity are hypothesized to cause lower levels of frustration
tolerance, which in turn elevate externalizing problems. The
indirect (or mediated) eﬀect can be quantiﬁed as a∗ b (i.e., by
taking the product of the two path coeﬃcients a and b) and tested
for statistical signiﬁcance (e.g., MacKinnon, 2008)1 .
In the present paper, we are concerned with statistical
mediation analysis when multiple informant (MI) data is used
to assess X, M, or Y. By MI data, we mean data obtained
from diﬀerent reporters or raters, such as, for example, children
(i.e., self-reports), parents, teachers, or peers. The use of
MI measurement designs is common and considered best
methodological practice in clinical psychology (Achenbach et al.,
1987; Rescorla et al., 2012; De Los Reyes et al., 2013). Using
MI data allows researchers to obtain diﬀerent perspectives
and to determine the level of agreement (convergent validity)
between diﬀerent informants. Although we focus on diﬀerent
informants (raters, reporters) as diﬀerent “methods” used to
assess constructs or traits of interest in a mediation model, the
statistical models presented in this article apply more generally to
various “multi-method” measurement designs, in which methods
could be reporters, tests, observations, physiological measures,
etc. Therefore, we use the terms “informant” and “method”
interchangeably in the present paper. We focus on informants in
this paper given the wide-spread use of this “method” in clinical
psychology (Achenbach et al., 1987; Rescorla et al., 2012; De Los
Reyes et al., 2013, 2015).
In the case of MI measurement designs, clinical researchers
face the challenge of how to meaningfully integrate MI data
in statistical mediation models. In the present article, we
review current approaches to MI mediation analyses in clinical
research, discuss their advantages and limitations, present a
novel latent variable approach to modeling MI mediation data,

and show based on an application how this approach can
improve the analysis of mediated eﬀects in the context of MI
data.
The issue of MI mediation analysis is important to investigate
because (1) mediating pathways are among the most ubiquitous
structural models in clinical research, (2) the use of MIs to assess
a wide range of constructs is recommended and has become
common practice, and (3) modern methods for testing mediated
eﬀects, including latent variable modeling techniques, continue
to gain popularity in clinical research (MacKinnon et al., 2013).
Due to the lack of clear guidelines about synthesizing these
two methodological approaches (MI and mediation analysis),
clinical researchers may be uncertain about how to best analyze
mediation in the context of MI data. The goal of the present paper
is to present a novel approach that combines recently developed
conﬁrmatory factor analysis (CFA) measurement models for
MI data with modern mediation analysis to provide clinical
researchers with better tools for studying mediation in the context
of MI measurement designs.

CURRENT APPROACHES TO HANDLING
MI DATA IN MEDIATION MODELS
To providean overview of current practices in integrating MI
data in mediation models in clinical research, we conducted
a Web of Science review of the top three journals by impact
factor under the category ‘Psychology-Clinical.’ We included only
journals that published original empirical mediation analyses
using MI data (the three journals were: Health Psychology, Journal
of Abnormal Psychology, and Journal of Consulting and Clinical
Psychology). We restricted our review to the years 2004–2013
(i.e., the past 10 years since we began this study). Articles were
selected for review if they tested at least one MI mediation model
in which at least one variable in the model (i.e., X, M, or Y) was
measured with at least two diﬀerent types of informants. A total
of 24 articles were obtained based on these criteria.
The most common approach identiﬁed in our review involved
using composite scores based on averages of two or more
informants’ reports and then performing mediation analyses on
these newly computed composite variables (N = 22 studies or
91.7%)2 . Six studies (25%) tested separate mediation models for
each type of informant. Finally, four articles (16.7%) reported
using diﬀerent informants’ reports as separate indicators of latent
variables in a latent variable [i.e., structural equation (SEM)]
model.

1
Though other commonly used mediation tests such as the causal steps approach
ﬁrst proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986) do not estimate a single mediation
parameter, we focus on the a∗ b mediated eﬀect and corresponding conﬁdence
intervals because of simulation work showing their enhanced power (Fritz and
MacKinnon, 2007) and reduced bias (MacKinnon et al., 2004).

Models using Composite Scores of
Averaged Reports
The composite score approach integrates MI data into a single
statistical model and results in a single estimate of the mediated
eﬀect. An obvious advantage of this approach is its simplicity.
On the other hand, this approach assumes that diﬀerent raters’
reports should be weighted equally, which may not always be

FIGURE 1 | Path diagram illustrating a mediation model with only
observed variables. In this model, statistical mediation is examined directly
between observed variables (e.g., child reports). The parameters a, b, and c’
denote path (regression) coefficients. No latent variables or measurement error
variables are included in the model.
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appropriate in practice. Most importantly, the composite score
approach does not allow quantifying informant discrepancies
(i.e., method eﬀects) or examining the degree of convergent
validity between informants.

in the sense of classical test theory) from variability that is
caused by random measurement error (Bollen, 1989). Rather
than modeling the mediated eﬀect at the level of observed
variables that are contaminated by measurement error (as done
in the two previously discussed approaches), latent variable SEMs
allow modeling mediated eﬀects at the level of error-free latent
variables (MacKinnon, 2008).
Furthermore, the latent variable SEM approach combines MI
data into a single statistical model and allows each observed
(informant-speciﬁc) variable to have a diﬀerent factor loading
on the common factor. The model is therefore able to model
potential diﬀerences at the measurement level regarding how
well each type of informant captures the content of the common
latent variable. For example, in a given application, child reports
may have smaller loadings than parent reports, indicating that
children’s reports do not measure the common latent factor as
well as do parent reports.
On the other hand, latent variable models that combine
MI data by specifying a single common latent variable for X,
M, and Y, respectively, do not allow separating informantspeciﬁc components of variance from random measurement
error variance. This is because these models do not contain
method factors for diﬀerent informants. Instead, such models
treat the systematic but informant-speciﬁc variance as part of
the error variables. This can create bias in the measurement
model by overestimating the amount of random error variance
and underestimating an observed variable’s reliability (Eid, 2000).
It also makes it impossible to study informant discrepancies in
detail and to relate informant-speciﬁc variance components to
external variables.
In summary, each of the three currently used approaches to
MI mediation analysis in clinical psychology has advantages, but
also several limitations that may impact the conclusions drawn
from such analyses. Below we address some of these limitations
by proposing a new latent variable modeling framework for
MI mediation data that integrates modern CFA models for
MI data with path analytic models for analyzing mediated
eﬀects.

Models Separated by Informants
Reporting separate mediation analyses for each type of informant
makes it unnecessary to combine potentially discrepant MI data.
Rather than a single overall estimate of the mediated eﬀect, a
separate estimate is obtained for each type of informant. This
approach can thus provide insights into whether data from
diﬀerent informants results in the same or diﬀerent estimates for
mediated eﬀects. For example, mediated eﬀects may be large and
signiﬁcant for one type of informant but not for another. In this
situation, the researcher would have to decide which informant is
most “trustworthy.”
One downside of this approach is that it does not integrate
diﬀerent informants’ reports into a single comprehensive
statistical model, which may cause problems such as Type-I
error inﬂation due to the use of multiple tests of signiﬁcance
(Kraemer et al., 2003). In addition, in this approach, the degree of
between-informant discrepancy at the measurement level cannot
be quantiﬁed or analyzed further.

Latent Variable Structural Equation
Models (SEMs)
The third most common approach to managing MI data in
mediation models in our review was to use diﬀerent informants’
observed scores as indicators of common latent variables as
shown in Figure 2. An advantage of latent variable SEMs is
that they separate true individual diﬀerences (true score variance

A NOVEL APPROACH TO MI MEDIATION
ANALYSIS
Campbell and Fiske’s (1959) seminal paper on assessing
convergent and discriminant validity with the so-called
multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrix initiated a decadeslong eﬀort among methodologists to build measurement models
that can (1) meaningfully integrate MI data into a single
statistical model; (2) separate random error from systematic
informant-speciﬁc eﬀects by introducing latent method factors,
(3) separate informant-speciﬁc (method) variance from variance
that is shared across informants (convergent validity), and (4)
be used to analyze trait-speciﬁc informant (method) eﬀects
(see Discussion below). Several types of CFA-MTMM models
exist that have each of these qualities (for detailed discussions
of diﬀerent CFA-MTMM models, see Widaman, 1985; Marsh
and Grayson, 1995; Wothke, 1995; Dumenci, 2000; Eid et al.,

FIGURE 2 | Path diagram illustrating a mediation model with latent
variables. In this model, observed variables (different informants’ reports;
shown in boxes) serve as indicators of latent variables (shown in ellipses).
Statistical mediation is examined between latent variables that are corrected
for measurement error and informant-specific effects. The parameters a, b,
and c’ denote path (regression) coefficients. R1 and R2 : latent residual
variables. The parameters λmt denote factor loadings (m = method or type of
informant, t = trait). The model includes measurement error variables εmt to
account for random errors of measurement. The model does not include
latent variables representing method (informant) effects (method factors).
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parcels) for each type of informant and trait. Figure 3 shows a CTC(M – 1) model for our example with three traits (impulsivity,
frustration tolerance, and externalizing behavior) and three types
of informants or “methods m” (mothers, fathers, and children).
Each of the three types of informants provided ratings of the
children’s behavior for each trait using three indicators (observed
variables) per trait.
When the CT-C(M – 1) model is applied to MI data, one
informant type is selected a priori to serve as a reference
informant. For example, when dealing with mother, father, and
child reports, mother reports might be selected as the reference
informant (as shown in the example in Figure 3). We refer to
the remaining informant types as non-reference informants (e.g.,
father- and self-reports in our example). These non-reference
informants are contrasted against the reference informant. In
this way, researchers can ﬁnd out to which extent diﬀerent
informants’ reports converge with a reference or “gold standard”
informant (in our example: father- and self-reports with mother
reports).
There are diﬀerent approaches to choosing an appropriate
reference informant. Often, a reference informant is chosen based
on theory (e.g., a theory may predict that a speciﬁc informant type
is particularly trustworthy or valid; see De Los Reyes and Kazdin,
2005 for guiding principles of informant selection), a researcher’s
prior experience with diﬀerent informants, informants’ access
to the speciﬁc construct being assessed (e.g., self-reports may
be more valid than other-reports for assessing more covert
constructs such as depression, whereas other-reports may be
more valid for assessing certain types of overt behaviors such as
aggression), the most typical or established informant used in
a given ﬁeld (e.g., mother reports for child behavior problems;
Bechtold et al., 2013) or other assessment standards.

2006). Below we describe the extension of modern CFA-MTMM
approaches to statistical mediation analysis in clinical research.
Eid (2000) developed a CFA-MTMM model that is known
as the correlated traits-correlated (methods-minus-one) or CTC(M – 1) model. In the present paper, we propose to extend the
CT-C(M – 1) approach to an MI mediation model. We chose to
use the CT-C(M – 1) approach for our extension to mediation
analysis, because this approach has been shown to overcome
a number of limitations of previous CFA-MTMM approaches.
First, in contrast to most other approaches, the CT-C(M – 1)
model uses latent variables that have been explicitly and clearly
deﬁned as conditional expectations or functions of conditional
expectations of observed variables; as a result, all latent variables
in the model have a clear meaning and interpretation (Eid, 2000;
Eid et al., 2003; Geiser et al., 2008, 2014). Second, the CTC(M – 1) model solves identiﬁcation problems present in other
models (Eid, 2000). Third, it has been shown that the CT-C(M –
1) model is well-suited for MI data obtained from structurally
diﬀerent (non-interchangeable) reporters (such as self-, parent,
and teacher reports), which appear to be most common in
psychology (Eid et al., 2008). We ﬁrst provide a brief review of
the standard CT-C(M – 1) model (without mediation) and then
describe extensions to MI mediation models.

The CT-C(M – 1) Approach
In the multiple-indicator CT-C(M – 1) approach (Eid et al.,
2003), it is assumed that each type of informant (or method)
provides information on each construct or “trait” (in the case of
a mediation study, the traits would be X, M, and Y). Moreover, it
is assumed that there are multiple observed variables (i.e., latent
variable indicators; such indicators are often based on individuals’
responses to questionnaire or test items, [sub]scales, or item

FIGURE 3 | Path diagram illustrating a CT-C(M – 1) model with a single trait factor per trait. In the example, there are three traits and three methods. Each
trait-informant combination is measured by three observed variables (indicators) Yimt (i = indicator, m = method or type of informant, t = trait). Trait factors Tt are
shown at the top, trait-specific method factors Mmt at the bottom of the figure. The parameters λimt and γimt denote trait and method factor loadings, respectively.
All trait factors can be correlated and all method factors can be correlated as indicated by double-headed arrows. Correlations between trait and method factors
pertaining to the same trait are not allowed.
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It can be seen that the model in Figure 3 contains a latent
variable for each trait. These latent variables are referred to as trait
factors. All (reference and non-reference) indicators load onto the
trait factors. Furthermore, the non-reference indicators load onto
additional latent variables that are speciﬁc to each informant and
trait. These additional latent variables are referred to as method
factors. As can be seen from Figure 3, there are separate father
and child method factors for impulsivity, frustration tolerance,
and externalizing problems, respectively. There are no method
factors for the reference indicators. Therefore, the trait factors
represent the common factors or “true score variables” pertaining
to the reference informant (mother reports; Eid et al., 2003).
The method factors are deﬁned as residual factors with regard
to the trait factors that pertain to the same construct. The
method factors are therefore by deﬁnition uncorrelated with the
trait factors pertaining to the same trait and capture systematic
residual variance in the non-reference indicators that is not
shared with the reference indicators. For example, the method
factor for father reports of impulsivity represents that portion
of father reports that is neither shared with mother reports of
impulsivity nor due to measurement error.
Given that trait factors, method factors, and error variables
represent independent sources of observed informant variance in
the CT-C(M – 1) model, we can decompose the observed score
variance Var(Yimt ) and true score variance Var(τimt ) of each
variable as follows:

Note that CO and MS add up to 1 (100% true score variance). In
contrast to CO and MS, the reliability coeﬃcient Rel indicates the
proportion of observed variance that is due to systematic sources
of variance (trait or method factors) and not due to measurement
error:
Rel =
=

= λ2imt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt ) + Var(εimt )
Var(τimt ) = Var(Yimt ) − Var(εimt )
= λ2imt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt ).
Here, the index i indicates the ith observed variable (indicator),
m indicates the mth method (i.e., informant type), and t indicates
the tth trait or construct that is being measured. The variable
τ imt is the true score variable that represents that portion of an
observed variable Yimt that is free of measurement error. Tt and
Mmt refer to the trait and method factors, respectively, and εimt
denotes a measurement error variable. Trait and method factor
loadings are indicated by λimt and γimt , respectively.
To quantify the proportion of true score variance in a
given variable that is shared with the reference method, the
consistency coeﬃcient CO can be calculated from estimated
model parameters:

The CT-C(M – 1) Approach with
Indicator-specific Traits
The use of multiple indicators within each trait-informant
combination is useful because it enables researchers to allow
for and examine trait-speciﬁc method eﬀects. Single-indicator
models do not allow for trait-speciﬁc method eﬀects and thus
make the often unrealistic assumption that method eﬀects
generalize perfectly across traits for all methods. This can lead
to bias in the modeling results.
When multiple indicators are used, these indicators may
not be perfectly unidimensional in the sense of classical
test theory (i.e., they might contain item- or scale-speciﬁc
variance that may generalize across diﬀerent informants).
Even seemingly minor diﬀerences in item wording or content
can cause such variable-speciﬁc eﬀects. The CT-C(M – 1)
model with a single trait factor per trait (as shown in
Figure 3) implicitly assumes that there are no variable-speciﬁc
eﬀects and may thus not ﬁt well when indicators are rather
heterogeneous.
This problem can be solved by using a CT-C(M – 1) model
version with indicator-speciﬁc trait factors that accounts for
variable-speciﬁc eﬀects (Eid et al., 2008). This model version is

λ2imt Var(Tt )
λ2imt Var(Tt )
.
=
Var(Yimt ) − Var(εimt )
λ2imt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt )

The method-speciﬁcity coeﬃcient MS gives the proportion of
true score variance that is unique to a given rater type (not shared
with the reference method):
MS =

γ2imt Var(Mmt )
2
λimt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt )
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=

λ2imt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt )
.
Var(Yimt )

The CT-C(M – 1) model has several strengths for the analysis
of MI data. By including method factors in addition to trait
factors, the model allows researchers to properly separate true
convergent validity from true method speciﬁcity and random
measurement error. Including method factors has the additional
beneﬁt that informant eﬀects are captured by latent variables.
Method factors can be related to external variables to explain
informant discrepancies (e.g., gender and age). By using multiple
indicators within each trait-informant combination, the model
enables researchers to specify trait-speciﬁc method factors. Traitspecific means that method eﬀects for the same type of reporter
(e.g., underestimation of impulsivity relative to the reference
informant) do not have to be perfectly correlated across diﬀerent
constructs. This is beneﬁcial when informant eﬀects diﬀer for
diﬀerent traits, which is typically the case in practice (Marsh
and Hocevar, 1988; Eid et al., 2003). For example, father’s
underestimation of impulsivity relative to mother reports is not
necessarily perfectly correlated with father’s underestimation of
externalizing problems relative to mother reports. Additional
advantages of the CT-C(M – 1) model in relation to other CFAMTMM models are discussed in Geiser et al. (2008) as well as
Geiser et al. (2014).

Var(Yimt ) = Var(τimt ) + Var(εimt )

CO =

λ2imt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt )
λ2imt Var(Tt ) + γ2imt Var(Mmt ) + Var(εimt )

γ2imt Var(Mmt )
.
Var(Yimt ) − Var(εimt )
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FIGURE 4 | Path diagram illustrating a CT-C(M – 1) model with indicator-specific trait factors. In the example, there are three traits and three methods.
Each trait-informant combination is measured by three observed variables (indicators) Yimt (i = indicator, m = method or type of informant, t = trait). Trait factors Tit
are shown at the top, trait-specific method factors Mmt at the bottom of the figure. Observed variables with the same index i and t (but different method index m)
load onto the same indicator-specific trait factor Tit . The parameters λimt and γimt denote trait and method factor loadings, respectively. All trait factors can be
correlated and all method factors can be correlated as indicated by double-headed arrows. Correlations between trait and method factors pertaining to the same
trait are not allowed.

shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that in the model with variablespeciﬁc trait factors, each observed variable has its own trait
factor. The variable-speciﬁc trait factors can be correlated, but
need not be perfectly (1.0) correlated—as is implicitly assumed in
the single-trait model version. The variable-speciﬁc trait model
is therefore less restrictive and preferred in situations in which
researchers work with items or scales that are not perfectly
unidimensional. High correlations between the variable-speciﬁc
traits within the same construct indicate a high degree of
homogeneity of the indicators, whereas low correlations indicate
that the indicators reﬂect rather diﬀerent aspects or facets of the
construct.

should be analyzed in this version of the model. One possibility
is to specify separate mediation models for some or all indicatorspeciﬁc trait factors (this option is not shown in the ﬁgure). This
would make sense in cases in which the indicators are (either
theoretically or empirically) highly distinct in terms of their
content or the facets of the constructs that they are reﬂecting.
In this case, there might be theoretically anticipated diﬀerences
in the mediated eﬀects between indicators, possibly warranting
separate mediation analyses for diﬀerent indicator-speciﬁc trait
factors.
One obvious downside of analyzing mediated eﬀects
separately for each indicator-speciﬁc trait factor is that this
leads to a large number of possible combinations of a and
b paths. When all possible combinations of a and b paths
are analyzed, a researcher would end up estimating and
testing a total of 27 mediated eﬀects. This is clearly not
practical—and also typically not necessary. We recommend this
approach only when a researcher has clear a priori theoretical
hypotheses regarding diﬀerences in the mediated eﬀects across
indicators.

CT-C(M – 1) MI MEDIATION MODEL
In the present paper, we propose to combine CT-C(M – 1)
measurement models with structural mediation models used
in path analysis and conventional (single-informant) SEMs.
Figure 5 illustrates a combined CT-C(M – 1) mediation model
with global traits that can be used for homogenous indicators.
It can be seen that in contrast to the conventional CTC(M – 1) model, the CT-C(M – 1) mediation model involves
structural regression paths between the latent trait factors that
represent X, M, and Y in line with conventional mediation
analysis.
Figure 6 shows the variable-speciﬁc trait factor version of
the CT-C(M – 1) mediation model. Given that the indicatorspeciﬁc model version contains as many trait factors as there
are indicators, the question arises as to how mediated eﬀects

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

Aggregating Variable-specific Traits: The
Latent Means Approach
In many practical applications, indicators are designed to
be (essentially) homogenous and diﬀer only in minor ways
regarding their content. In these cases, it will be more practical
for researchers to analyze only a single mediation model
(while still properly accounting for statistical diﬀerences between
indicators). We now present a way to combine the variablespeciﬁc trait factors that is appropriate when indicators are
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FIGURE 5 | Path diagram illustrating a CT-C(M – 1) mediation model with a single trait factor per trait. In this model, statistical mediation is examined
between latent trait factors. The parameters a, b, and c’ denote path (regression) coefficients. R1 and R2 : latent residual variables. All other parameters are the same
as in Figure 3.

FIGURE 6 | Path diagram illustrating a CT-C(M – 1) mediation model with indicator-specific trait factors and a latent means approach used to
aggregate indicator-specific trait factors. In this model, statistical mediation is examined between common trait (latent means) factors that represent averages
of indicator-specific trait factors pertaining to the same trait. The latent variables ISit represent deviations of the indicator-specific trait factors from the average and
reflect parcel-specific effects. All other parameters are the same as in Figure 4.

as the average of variable-speciﬁc trait factors. In this way, a
researcher can reduce the number of trait factors to be analyzed in
the mediation model, while still properly accounting for variablespeciﬁc eﬀects (i.e., diﬀerences between indicators). The equation
below illustrates how three variable-speciﬁc trait factors can be

essentially homogenous. For this purpose, we use a so-called
latent means modeling approach in which common factors are
deﬁned as averages of the variable-speciﬁc trait factors (Pohl and
Steyer, 2010; Geiser et al., 2014). The basic idea of the latent
means approach is to deﬁne or “construct” a common factor

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org
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Measures

aggregated to a single common trait factor for a given trait t
(where t indicates X, M, or Y):
Common factort = (Trait1t + Trait2t + Trait3t )/3.
In Figure 6, this is shown for each of the three constructs,
resulting in three common (latent means) factors representing
X, M, and Y in the mediation model. Each of the three
variable-speciﬁc trait factors can deviate from the average,
reﬂecting variable-speciﬁc eﬀects. These variable-speciﬁc eﬀects
are captured in so-called indicator-speciﬁc factors ISit that are
deﬁned as the deviations of a variable-speciﬁc trait factor from
the common factor:
IS1t = Trait1t – Common factort
IS2t = Trait2t – Common factort
IS3t = Trait3t – Common factort .
By deﬁnition, the sum of all deviations from the average equals
zero, hence IS1t + IS2t + IS3t = 0. It follows that, for example,
IS1t = (–IS2t –IS3t ). Given that each IS factor can be written
as a deterministic function of the two remaining IS factors, it is
suﬃcient to include only two IS factors per trait in the model.
Here, without loss of generality, we chose to drop IS1t , so that we
obtain:
Trait1t = Common factort – IS2t – IS3t
Trait2t = Common factort + IS2t
Trait3t = Common factort + IS3t .
This speciﬁcation is depicted in Figure 6 with the signs of
the loadings of the IS factors reﬂecting the implicit weights
of +1 or –1 in the above equations. Figure 6 shows that by
aggregating the three variable-speciﬁc traits for each construct,
we can analyze a single mediated eﬀect based on the common
factors, which simpliﬁes the modeling considerably.
Both versions of the CT-C(M – 1) mediation model can
be applied to either cross-sectional or longitudinal mediation
studies. Below we present an empirical illustration of the new
approach.

Children, mothers, and fathers responded to face-to-face
structured interview items for each construct. Impulsivity was
measured with a 12-items subscale of the Emotionality, Activity,
Sociability, and Impulsivity Scale (Buss and Plomin, 1984). An
example item within this subscale includes ‘I/[Target Child]
generally seek[s] new and exciting experiences and sensations’;
respondents indicated the extent to which each statement was like
the target child on a scale from 1 (Very Unlike Me/Him/Her) to
5 (Very Like Me/Him/Her). Frustration Tolerance was measured
with an adapted version of the nine-items Frustration Tolerance
subscale of the Teacher Child Rating Scale (Hightower et al.,
1989). An example item includes ‘I/[Target Child] accept[s]
things that don’t go my/[his/her] way’; responses were modiﬁed
to be consistent with the ﬁve-point scale of the Impulsivity
subscale as described above. Externalizing Problems within the
past 3 months were measured with the Externalizing dimension
of the widely used Youth Self Report and Child Behavior
Checklist (YSR and CBCL; Achenbach and Ruﬄe, 2000).
Children reported on 21 items within this dimension of the
YSR, while mothers and fathers reported on 31 items within the
CBCL. Details of sample recruitment and representativeness are
reported elsewhere (Chassin et al., 1991, 1992).

Statistical Modeling
As explained above, the CT-C(M – 1) approach requires
multiple (at least two) observed variables for each trait-informant
combination to include trait-speciﬁc method factors. To obtain
multiple indicators, we created three composite scores (i.e., item
parcels) for each scale within each of the three informants
(rather than creating a single composite; a general discussion
of the merits and limitations of item parceling can be found in
Little et al., 2002)3 . For the creation of the parcels, we selected
items that were equivalent across informants. We used three
indicators per trait-informant combination because this ensures
the identiﬁcation of all latent factors even in cases in which factors
happen to not be correlated with other factors.
All analyses were carried out in Mplus 7 (Muthén and
Muthén, 1998–2012) using maximum likelihood estimation.
A sample Mplus input ﬁle for the ﬁnal model can be found
in Appendix A. Preliminary analyses revealed that there were
slight parcel-speciﬁc eﬀects, allowing us to illustrate the more
complex indicator-speciﬁc trait version of the CT-C(M – 1)
model that accounts for variable-speciﬁc eﬀects. Given that
parcel-speciﬁc eﬀects were relatively weak in the present study
(meaning the parcels were essentially homogeneous), we did
not expect systematic diﬀerences between the item parcels in

METHOD
Sample
The data for this example are from a larger multirater study
of the intergenerational eﬀects of alcohol disorder (see Chassin
et al., 1991, for details). The study was approved by Arizona
State University’s internal review board. For simplicity, and given
that the present application is for illustrative purposes rather
than drawing substantive conclusions, we used cross-sectional
data in the example presented here. We encourage researchers
to use longitudinal designs in the study of mediation in line
with what others have recommended (Cole and Maxwell, 2003;
Preacher, 2015). The sample consisted of N = 454 children (mean
age = 12.7; 47.1% female), for which mother, father, and selfreports were collected. In line with our running example, we
examined a mediation model with three constructs: impulsivity
(X), frustration tolerance (M), and externalizing problems (Y). In
an actual empirical study, the ﬁndings could be used, for example,
to determine whether targeting youths’ frustration tolerance in a
clinical setting is a viable approach to reducing levels of youths’
psychopathology (Roosa et al., 1997).
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To create parcels, exploratory factor analyses were conducted at the item level
to determine the extent to which items loaded on a single factor for each of the
three constructs of interest: impulsivity, frustration tolerance, and externalizing
behavior problems. Analyses were conducted separately for mother, father, and
child ratings for each construct of interest. Findings from the mother analyses were
used to create the item parcels. Items were distributed across parcels based on the
magnitude of their factor loadings such that the item with the highest factor loading
would be paired with the item with the lowest factor loading and the next highest
would be paired with the next lowest and so on. Each pair was assigned to a parcel
until all items were utilized. Within each construct, the parcels contained the same
number of items.
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terms of the mediated eﬀect. We therefore applied the latent
means approach described above to aggregate the indicatorspeciﬁc trait factors into composite latent mean factors in line
with Figure 6. As a result, only a single latent mediation model
had to be tested. In order to test the mediated eﬀect for statistical
signiﬁcance, we computed 95% conﬁdence intervals based on the
bias-corrected bootstrap method with 1000 draws to generate
conﬁdence intervals as has been recommended for conventional
mediation analyses (MacKinnon et al., 2004; also see Hayes and
Scharkow, 2013, for detailed comparisons of resampling methods
for testing indirect eﬀects).

of frustration tolerance) to rather high values for externalizing
behavior and mother reports of impulsivity. The rather mixed
and partly low reliability estimates in this example underline the
importance of using latent variable models that allow estimating
mediated eﬀects at the level of latent variables that are corrected
for measurement error.
Correlations between the trait-speciﬁc method factors
within the same type of informant (father and child
reports) indicated only a moderate degree of generalization
of informant eﬀects across constructs for both father
and child reports. The absolute values of the correlations
ranged between r = 0.48 and 0.54 for father reports and
between r = 0.46 and 0.58 for child reports, and were thus
far from 1.0. This shows that in the present application,
informant biases relative to mother reports were largely
construct-speciﬁc.
Correlations between father and child method factors within
the same constructs were small (r = 0.20 for impulsivity,
r = 0.08 for frustration tolerance, and r = 0.15 for externalizing
problems). This showed that fathers’ and children’s unique
perspectives (i.e., their deviation from mothers’ perspective) were
only to a small extent shared across these two rater types. In
other words, fathers’ and children’s deviations from mothers’
view represented mostly a unique father or child informant
perspective rather than a common deviation from mothers’
views.
The results of the mediation analysis revealed a small direct
path from the impulsivity factor to externalizing behavior factor.
The c path was barely signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level in the
unstandardized solution (unstandardized c estimate = 0.08
[95% CI: 0.004, 0.14]) and non-signiﬁcant in the standardized
solution (standardized c estimate = 0.18, [95% CI: −0.05,
0.40]). The indirect path from impulsivity to externalizing
problems via frustration tolerance was signiﬁcant at the 0.05
level (unstandardized a∗ b estimate = 0.14 [95% CI: 0.10, 0.21],
standardized a∗ b estimate = 0.34 [95% CI: 0.13, 0.55]). The
indirect path accounted for about 65% of the total eﬀect (sum
of direct and indirect paths) from impulsivity to externalizing
problems. About 47% of the variance in the frustration tolerance
factor was accounted for by the impulsivity factor. About
40% of the variance in the externalizing problems factor was
accounted for by the impulsivity and frustration tolerance factors
combined.

RESULTS
The multiple-indicator CT-C(M – 1) mediation model showed
a good ﬁt to the data, χ2 (219, N = 447) = 292.32, p < 0.001,
RMSEA = 0.03, CFI = 0.99, SRMR = 0.04. The consistency,
method-speciﬁcity, and reliability coeﬃcients (averaged across
item parcels) are presented in Table 1. Standardized parameter
estimates are shown in Figure 7. From the consistency
coeﬃcients, it can be seen that mother and father rating shared
a substantial portion of true score variance for the constructs
impulsivity (on average 38% shared true score variance) and
externalizing problems (on average 34% shared true score
variance), indicating relatively high levels of convergent validity.
In contrast, mother and father ratings shared only about 13%
of true score variance for frustration tolerance, indicating low
levels of convergent validity for this construct. Child ratings
only showed moderate convergence with mother reports for
impulsivity (on average 27% shared true score variance) and
virtually no convergence with mother reports for frustration
tolerance (4%) and externalizing problems (2%). Reliability
estimates ranged from very low values (e.g., for child reports

TABLE 1 | Consistency, method-specificity, and reliability estimates
obtained from the CT-C(M – 1) mediation model.
Informant

Consistency

Method-specificity

Reliability

Impulsivity
Mother

0.79 (0.67, 0.89)

Father

0.38 (0.30, 0.42)

0.62 (0.58, 0.70)

0.69 (0.63, 0.74)

Child

0.27 (0.25, 0.31)

0.73 (0.69, 0.75)

0.61 (0.52, 0.69)

Frustration tolerance
Mother

0.75 (0.71, 0.80)

Father

0.13 (0.12, 0.13)

Child

0.04 (0.01, 0.10)

0.87 (0.87, 0.88)

0.65 (0.61, 0.70)

0.96 (0.90, 0.99)

0.44 (0.41, 0.48)

DISCUSSION
Statistical mediation analyses are used to identify mechanisms of
change and are therefore of great interest to clinical researchers.
In addition, collecting MI data is considered methodological best
practice in clinical psychology (Hunsley and Mash, 2007). When
MI data is used in studies of statistical mediation, the question
arises as to how the data can be most properly analyzed. We
reviewed methods that are currently used for this purpose in
clinical psychology and described some of their advantages and
limitations. We then presented a new latent variable approach
to studying mediation with MIs that overcomes some of the

Externalizing behavior
Mother

0.80 (0.75, 0.88)

Father

0.34 (0.33, 0.35)

0.66 (0.65, 0.67)

0.74 (0.70, 0.77)

Child

0.02 (0.01, 0.04)

0.98 (0.96, 0.99)

0.79 (0.76, 0.81)

Entries represent average values across parcels. Values in parentheses give the
ranges. Consistency and method-specificity coefficients are given for the true score
variables and thus add up to 1 within each trait-informant combination. Mother
reports served as reference method in this model. Therefore, consistency and
method-specificity estimates for father and child reports are interpreted relative to
mother reports.
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FIGURE 7 | Path diagram illustrating the CT-C(M – 1) mediation model in Figure 6 with standardized parameter estimates obtained for the present
data.

model version with variable-speciﬁc trait factors permits for the
possibility that diﬀerent indicators of a trait may not be perfectly
homogenous. In this way, potential additional method eﬀects
that may arise due to diﬀerences in item wording or content
diﬀerences between scales can be properly modeled. Mediated
eﬀects can be studied at the latent level, either among variablespeciﬁc traits or among general trait factors.
Finally, although the present paper focused on an example in
which X, M, and Y were all assessed with MI (and with the same
types of informants), the models presented here are ﬂexible and
can also be applied in situations in which only some constructs
are assessed with MI or in situations in which diﬀerent types of
informants provide ratings for diﬀerent constructs. For example,
the present models can also be applied in situations in which
the X variable is a treatment condition (and hence not measured
by MI; MacKinnon et al., 2013) and only M or Y are measured
by MI.

limitations of currently used approaches. In our discussion, we
describe the advantages and limitations of our approach and
outline potential future extensions.

Advantages
The CT-C(M – 1) mediation model integrates the information
from MIs and multiple indicators into a comprehensive statistical
model. The CT-C(M – 1) approach uses latent variables and
thus allows researchers to correct for random error in the
measurements. In contrast to MI mediation models previously
used in clinical psychology, the CT-C(M – 1) mediation
model uses trait and method factors to explicitly separate trait
eﬀects, informant eﬀects, and measurement error. It therefore
allows clinical researchers to quantify the convergent validity
(consistency), method (informant) speciﬁcity, and reliability of
diﬀerent informants’ reports. By using multiple indicators for
each informant type and trait, method factors can be speciﬁed as
trait-speciﬁc. Therefore, the model can be used to study to which
extent informant discrepancies (1) generalize across diﬀerent
traits (e.g., impulsivity vs. frustration tolerance) and (2) are
shared between diﬀerent informants (e.g., fathers and children)
for a given trait. Another beneﬁt of representing informant
discrepancies in terms of latent method factors is that these eﬀects
could be related to other variables to study such discrepancies
in greater detail (i.e., method factors could be correlated with
external variables such as gender, age, etc.). Furthermore, the

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

Limitations
The CT-C(M – 1) mediation model is more complex than
previously used methods. It requires the use of multiple
indicators for each trait-informant combination and uses
complex latent variable statistical methodology. Using multiple
indicators can create additional complexities, as shown in our
illustrative application. In the case of heterogeneous indicators,
a researcher either has to deal with many variable-speciﬁc trait
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CONCLUSION

factors or with a somewhat non-standard approach to combining
indicator-speciﬁc trait factors into three common trait factors.
Another specialty of the CT-C(M – 1) mediation model is that
it uses a reference informant approach to integrating MI data
into a comprehensive statistical model. This reference approach is
similar to dummy coding in regression analyses with a reference
category. Even though the choice of the reference informant is
often straightforward, researchers may not always ﬁnd it easy
to make a case for a particular type of informant to serve as
reference. In our illustrative example, we selected mother reports
as reference, because mothers often spend the most time with
the children and because mothers’ reports are often the primary
source of information in clinical studies.
Other researchers have argued that there is often no
gold standard measure in clinical settings, thus rendering
an “optimal-informant” approach diﬃcult (Kraemer et al.,
2003). As an alternative, Kraemer et al. (2003) proposed the
use of selected informants representing speciﬁc perspectives
and contexts as well as principal component analysis based
aggregation techniques to extract trait, context, and informantspeciﬁc components of variance. Applying their approach to
statistical mediation analysis could be an interesting alternative
in cases in which an optimal-informant approach is not
feasible.

The present models can help researchers overcome several
limitations of previous MI mediation models. We hope that
clinical researchers will ﬁnd the new approaches useful to further
improve clinical research and practice.
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